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1. Kita lkki ard Okawa Sh~mei 

It is well-known that Japan experienced two coups d'~tat during the 
process of her descent into Fascism during the 1930's. We are, of course, 
referring to the May 15th Incident of 1 932 and the February 26th Incident 

of 1936. The former took place a half year after the occupation of Man-
churia, while the latter occurred a year and a half before the complete 
invasion of China. In both instances, active duty military personnel were 
the chief instigators of both the plot and the actual event, but private citizens 

too participated. In the decision handed down at the ensuing trials, the 
offense of the private citizens was weighed more heavily, unjusti~ably, than 

that of the military. Okawa Shnmei, with whom we are here concerned, 
was sentenced to five years' imprisonment for complicity in the 5 : 1 5 Incident ; 

and his one-time close friend and colleague, Kita lkki (1883-1937), was sen-

tenced to death for conspiring in the 2 : 26 Incident. The fact is that neither 

of them was an active conspirator. 

However, because Okawa participated to a certain extent in the two 
abortive coups during the year immediately preceding the 5 : 15 Incident, it 

cannot be said that he was completely uninvolved. Again, however, there 
are some points which suggest doubt about his participation in the planning 

of the occupation of Manchuria by the Kwantung Army (Japan's advance 
forces in China). At the least, he was not opposed to this plan. He was 
able to coro-e and go freely between China and Japan thanks to his work ; 

and moreover he was a long-standing friend of many of the staff members 
who designed the occupation pl~~ns. It is certain that he had complete 
knowledge of the full state of affairs. 

Okawa Sh~mei and Kita l~ki are often cited together as thinkers who 

epitomize the eras of Fascism and war. And this is only natural ; for in 
terms of intellectual ability the two were distinguished statists of the new 

EDITOR'S NOTE : In this article, the surna:ne is placed first in all Japanese names. 
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style seen in the age of imperialism, far above comparison with the multitude 

of minor thinkers. B.ecause of their diametrically opposed person,alities, they 

only worked harmoniously for an extremely short period of time ' but even 
after they parted ways they never lost the sense of their mutual' intimacy 

When Okawa was in prison, Kita wrote to him to console him. And Okawa 

wrote a testimonial upon the occasion of the erection of a monument to Kita. 
The expression "the great man recognizes a great man" is appropriate here 

Kita and Okawa first met in 1919. At that time, O~kawa thought that 
the reconstruction of Japanese society was necessary in order to meet Com-

munist aggression ; and emerging from the ivory towar in which he had lived 

up to then, he launched into activities for social enlightenment. However, 
he was inexperienced. When he searched for a colleague who would be h' 
equal in intellectual ability but who would also be a man of action, he coullds 

find only Kita lkki. After consulting with his friend Mitsukawa Kametaro 

he person.ally journeyed to Shanghai to persuade Kita to join him in hi~ 

endeavors. It was thus that they became acquainted. 

Their meeting took place after Kita had already written Shina kakumei 
gaishi (An Unofficial History of the Chinese Revolution) and was then re-
working his manuscript draft of Nihon kokka kai~6 h~~'an (An Outline of the 

Regislation for the Reconstruction of the Japanese State), which became the 

scripture of Japanese Fascism. Kita embraced a vision in which the Chinese 

Revolution would learn from the example of the Meiji Restoration and would 

realize national independence at one stroke under a powerful autocratic 

government. The strength of this revolution would be a stimulus for decadent 
Japanese society, and would provide the energy for bringing back the spirit 

of the Restoration. The might of this revolution would bring the revival of 

Asia. However, the actual course of events of the Chinese Revolution dashed 
this vision. Thus it was inevitable that in the midst of his despair he divorce 

himself from the Revolution and consider the reconstruction of Japan's own 

state. 

Okawa had no interest in the Chinese Revolution. Although this may 
seem surprising at first, it is not so if one takes into account the history of 

his thinking. He conceived of Chinese society only in terms of decadence 

and atrophy-up to and including the Revolutionary Movernent. For an 
"Asianist" this was a fatal weakness, as he himself had to acknowledge during 

the course of the Second World War ; but this shall be dealt with later. In 

any event, Kita drawn only disappointment from the course of the Chinese 
nationalist movement ; and Okawa accepted both Kita's interpretation of the 

movement ani his disappointmeht with it as representing the actual facts of 

the situation. Thus, he sympathized with Kita's feelings. They concurred 

on the point that because the Chinese Revolution was not drawing to an 
end, they would consider the reconstruction of the Japanese State. Although 

we have spoken of the Chinese Revolution as Kita;s lost v. ision, for him 

revolution itself was zin entity. But Okawa was not concerned with this matter. 

Okawa preceded Kita to Japan, and the two upon Kita's return, together 
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with Mitsukawa, formed the society known as the Yuzonsha. But their 
collaboration was broken up within three years. Kita had a charismatic 
personality and gradually came to believe that his own visionary ideals were 

reality. He was indifferent to the real world around him, and frequently 
was even antisocial in his behavior ; while on the other hand, Okawa was 
an upright man, ethically fastidious, and strict about having cash on his 
person. Moreover, both the implications and the form of expression of their 

thinking differed. In terms of sentence structure, for example, Kita's prose 

has a sense of giving free rein to his imagination, while Okawa's prose is 

completely structured, built of finely detailed logic. In brief, the two were 

antithetical in every way, and it was evident that at some point there would 

be a break between them. 
Later, Kita became increasingly charismatic, and for the rest of his life, 

became more and more enigmatic. Okawa became more and more of a firm 
enlightenment thinker, and was always starting new societies, educating 
students, and issuing magazines. The road between the two thus was con-
stantly widening, but as stated above, they recognized in each other a com-

p~~nion. 

During the period after the defe,at in 1 945 in which massive social reform 

was promoted, there was a trend towa.rds a rejection of a.11 who had been 

connected with Fascism in the past. Both Kita and Okawa, as thinkers, 
were left in oblivion. However, this mania died down and there has been a 
gradual restoration of rights until today, Kita's rightful position as an im-
portant figure in intellectual history has been restored. Okawa, in comparison, 

is still a forgotten m~m, and there is no visible sign that his position will be 

restored. This not only shows a lack of judicious treatment of Japan's 
intellectual heritage, but also is a negative factor in terms of the continuance 

of this heritage. Despite this, there are a number of reasons which account 

for why Kita's position has been restored while Okawa remains in obscurity. 

The major reason is pro,bably the matter of popularity. It is in fact un-

reasonable to take Kita as the sole representative of Japanese Fascism. 
Speaking impartially, Okawa's actual role was no less than that of Kita ; and 

thus it is n~Ltural that if recognition is given to Kita's rightful position, the 

same should be allowed Okawa. 

2. Ltfe and Works 

Okawa Shnmei was born in 1 886 in the province of ShOnai (the present 

Sakata City in Yamagata Prefecture). For successive generations his family 

had been doctors, and although they were not retainers of the Shonai Han, 
still they were an illustrious family of that region. However, because Shtlmei 

(the eldest son) refused to carry on the profesion, his father was the last 

doctor in the family. In his later years, Okawa was to recall his mother 
frequently, but he remained silent on matters concerning his father. His 
father died of illness when Shnmei was 28. 
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The Sh6nai Han sided with the Bakufu at the time of the Restorations 
uprisings, and was one of the rebellious han in the northeast district sup-

pressed by government forces. However, the terms of surrender were generous. 
It has been rumored. that the warm reception was due to the good of~ices of 

Saig~ Takamori who was behind the expeditionary forces. This nurtured 
feelings of gratitude for SaigO in the hearts of the people of this region. 

When Saig~ died in the unsuccessful uprising of 1884, the people of Shonai 
grieved no less than those of Satsuma ; and later they published the document 

entitled "SaigO ikun " (The Dying Injunctions of Saig~). The explan~tion 
for the feelings of what might be called a religious reverence which, in his 

later years, Okawa came to hold for Saig6 may lie in this connection with 

his home town. 
After attending the Shdnai middle school and the Kumamoto Fifth High 

School, O~ kawa graduated in 1911 from the literature faculty of Tokyo Im-

perial University. (This was at that time the most usual educational course 

for an intellectual young man.) While he was in middle school, he lodged 

at the home of a scholar of Chinese studies. It would seem that already he 

had accumulated the knowledge of the Chinese classics which was to be the 

root of his learning for his life. When he was in high school, he was able 

to act as a substitute teacher of kanbun,1 and to give lectures to the students 

on the works of Wang Yang-ming. 
When he was in high school, he read carefully in either English or Ger-

man the works of the great Western philosophers, ranging from Plato and 
Aristotle to Kant and Hegel, concentrating in particular on those works 
related to religion. He thought that the highest form of human spiritual 
activity was religion and that while the essence of religion was not simply 

the intellect, it was possible to, explain religion in intellectual terms. He 

himself embodied this message. He learned much from Schleiermacher. 

When he went to college, he became dissatisfied with Western subjects 

alone, and Buddhism as well as ancient Indian thought became the objects 
of his interest. His graduation thesis consisted of research on N~garjuna, 

who was the first to give a logical foundation to the doctrine of Mahayana 

Buddhism, and who has been likened to St. Augustine. 

Okawa did not look for a job after he gradUated, but secluded himself 
every day in the university library, reading. In later years he recalled that 

his ideal at that time was to. immerse himself in the world of the Veda and 

to practice the life of a sage. Later he was to reach a turning point and to 

emerge from his life as a recluse into the real world ; but even though he 

took up a life so tumultuous that he went to prison twice, he did not on 
that account lose his innate temperament. No matter how occupied he was, 

he never abandoned his reading and writing. He was essentially a reflective 

man, not a man of action. 
It was Sir Henry Cotton's New India that brought Okawa tb his turning 

l Kanbun refers not only to works written in Chinese by Chinese but also to works 
written in Japanese according to the rules of Chinese grammar, as read by Japanese. 
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point. The book came unexpectedly into his hands in 1913. He was aston-
ished at the enormous discrepancy between the India which he had idealized 

in his mind, and the real India as depicted in the book. This book was also 

a stimulus for him. He discarded his studies of the Indian classics, which 

had been his lifetime pursuit, and rushed into research, first on the state of 

affairs in India ; then turning to an inquiry into what and who was respon-

sible for bringing India to her present deplorable state ; ,and then moving to 

the history and policies of European co.lonialism. 

Because he himself has recalled this episode innumerable times, in fact it 

probably did occur in the fashion described ; it is certainly characteristic of 

a reflective man. He was not the kind of thinker who starts from practical 

experience and proceeds to formulate problems. For him, truth resided more 

in books to be read than in things to be: seen. This was the case not only 

with India but also, though more pronounced, with China. He travelled to 
China countless times, but the figures of the Chinese people did not enter 
his eye. For that reason, he was incapable of understanding the Nationalist 
Revolution. Wh~t drew Okawa's interest to the end was the abstract world 

of ordered thought ; his interest was not aroused by the phenomena of chaos, 

corruption, or progress. In this respect he differed from Kita lkki. 

In 1916 Okawa published a slim volume entitled Indo ni ckeru kokumife 
undo~ no genjo~ oyobi sono yurai (The Origins and Present State of the Nationalist 

Movement in India). Excluding translations this was his maiden work. His 
concern, which had burst into life upon reading of the conditions in India 

as described in Nezv India, bore fruit in this book. This book was the first 

to introduce to Japan the movement of the Indian National Congress. Around 

this time he was becoming acquainted with exiled Indians ; he also became 
intimate with the French Orientalist Paul Richard. He was already being 
treated as a person to be watched by government officials. 

The First World War formed the background for this transition. At that 

time the reorganization of Japan's intellectual world was proceeding. Under 

the influence of the Russian ReVolution of 1917, the power of the left was 

increasing at a fresh pace, and concomitantly, the strength of the right as a 

power of resistance was growing. Okawa came to stand among the ranks of 
the latter. 

In 1919, at the age of 33, Okawa first sought employment. The South 
Manchurian Railway Comp~Lny, Japan's greatest colonialist ~nterprise, had a 

research organ in the field. But apart from that, it also had facilities in 

Tokyo, the East Asian Economic Research Bureau (Toa keizai chosakyoku) 
which conducted wide-ranging research on general economic and social con-
ditions, and gathered data. O~ kawa entered the Company as the head of 
the editorial section of the EAERB. A number of years later, when the 
EAERB became independent of the SMRC, Okawa wa.s promoted to the top 
post of chairman of the board of directors. With the exception of the time 

when he was a defendent in the 5 : 15 Incident, he held this post from then 

until the dissolution of the bureau at the end of the War. 
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The EAERB possessed extensive documents relating to China and East 
Asia. Again, the monthly journal Toa (East Asia), issued by the bureau, as 
well as various other publications have received the highest ac~idemic acclaim. 

Okawa ~ras the most appropriate person for managing this kind of prestigi-

ous, independent investigatory and research organ. 

Toa presented research relating exclusively to China. Apart from this, 

the bureau also published the monthly journal Shin Ajia (New Asia) from 
August 1939. This journal presented materials not only on E;~st Asia, but 

also on political, social and economic conditions in India and West Asia 
and offered its readers accurate information. The publication of this new 

journal was due solely to Okawa's initiative, and he wrote the opening com-

ments for each month's issue. 

The EAERB was dissolved in 1945 following Japan's defeat, and its 
enormous library became unaccounted for. At the Far East War Crimes 
Trials, Okawa was a Class A defendent, but was excused from the trials due 

to mental illness. 

It may be assumed that by the time he entered the SMRR, O~kawa's 
thought was almost fully systematized, because his major works were published 

one after the other around the time he entered the Cornpany. His thinking 
did not change radically after this. Altho,ugh he made various corrections 

to or supplements for his works, no new additions are to be seen except for 

matters relating to Islam. 

We have already discussed the course of Okawa's education until his 
graduation from college. During the period after his graduation when he 

was commuting daily to the library, he found time to be able to read the 
Japanese classics at one fell swoop. Thus, after traversing China, the West 

and India, he at last reached Japan, and his world of reading was complete. 

In one sense, this was unfortunate for him. According to his later recollec-

tions, in his youth he was under the impression that " thought " (by which 

we here mean philosophy and morals) existed only in the West and not in 
Japan. This means, in other words, that he lived amidst the current of his 

times. But while most other scholars simply ended with a veneration of the 

West, Okawa, after reviewing the three great cultures of China, the West 
and India, returned to that ofJapan. The subsequent result was, rather, a 

strengthening of his impressions of Japan's unique culture. His critical 
estimation of his own country became more lenient. And so, the position 
place this occupied in his system of thought was out of all proportion. This 

can be thought to have functionned as making even such a rational man as 
Okawa lean towards Japanism. 

Okawa's voluminous works may be classified into the following categories : 

religion, the spritual history of Japan, European colonialism, the independ-

ence movements of various Asian countries, and miscellaneous. Among the 
last category may be included 2~n interpretation of the Chinese classics, an 

autobiography, and a translation of the poems of P. Richard. A selection of 

the most typical works for each category would include : Shakyd genri k6wa 
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(Lectures on the Principles of Religion), Nihon bunmeishi (The History of 
Japanese Civilization), Tokkyo shokuminkaisha seido kenky~ (Research an the 

System of Special-license Colonial Companies), Fukk6 Ajia no shomondai (Various 

Problems in the Reconstruction of Asia), etc., all of which were published 
around 1920. (However, Tokkyo. . . was his L.L.D. dissertation and although it 

was completed around this time, it was not published until much later.) 
Among the viorks cited above. Nihon bunmeishi was later rewritten as Nihon 

nisen-roppyaku-nen shi (A 2600 Year History of Japan), but there were no sub-

stantial changes ; rather, it lost some of its force. The title of Shakyo genri 

k6wa was changed to Sh~kyd ron (Theories of Religion), and towards the end 
of his life he planned a supplement, but it remained incomplete at his death 

and there were no fundainental revisions. 

However, we may assume that his first real research on the Islamic 
religion was undertaken after he entered the SMRR. Gradually, his interest 

deepened. He completed his famous work Kaiky~ gairon (The Concepts of 
Islam) in 1942 ; and his complete translation of the Koran-his life's desire-

at the time when he had recovered after having been dismissed from the Far 

East War Crimes Trials due to mental illness and had been hospitalized at 

Matsuzawa Hospital. He completed his next work, the massive Life of 
Mohammed, but died before seeing it published. He died in December 1957. 

It is conceivable that the Islamic religion was a subject of greater interest 

to Okawa than either Christianity, Buddhism or Japan's indigenous religions. 

Okawa had an image of a sphere in which were united religion and politics, 

of a place which was the point of encounter between East and West ; for 
him, Islam was the manifestation of this ideal. As his research progressed, 

he became more and more captivated by the Islamic religion. For that very 

reason his Is.1amic studies are outstanding, and even today are a valuable 

legacy. 

As has been noted above, from around 1920 Okawa gradually emerged 
into. the world of practical activity. This does not mean that he abandoned 

his studies, but there was indeed some influence ; rather than commencing 

any new research, he became preoccupied with the practical application of 

those principles which he already held. In particular, when the war came, 
his name came into popular use and from an academic point of view he did 

not develop further. And then followed the defeat. 
After his death, the publication of his complete works in seven volumes 

was planded by Kan~ Toshi and his colleagues, and the first volume was 
issued in 1961. However, it was never completed, and publication ceased 
with volume five. While this is regrettable it was, in a certain sense un-

avoidable. The era in which his style and thought were persuasive had 
passed. However, it is both unjustifiable and a cultural loss that even his 

academic contributions should be obscured just on that account. Taking 
siunply the example of his Islamic studies, to ignore his surviving contribu-

tions is to make progress in the field impossible. It is no mistake to say that 

O~ kawa Shnmei is one man whose contemporary rediscovery and re-evaluation 
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are necessary. 

3. Thought 

After he had been dismissed from the War Crimes Trials due to mental 
illness, and a half year after being hospitalized, one morning Okawa Shumei 

suddenly came to himself. At that time, two books came into his possession. 

One volume was the Indian classic the Bhagavad-gitd ; the other was The 
Justlfication of the Good by the late 19th century Russian mystic, Vladimir 

Sergejevich Solovjef. These two books became his spiritual nourishment for 

many years. As a result of perusing these books, he came to realize that he 
had not lost both his memory or his comprehension. 

This episode appears in Okawa's s,piritual autobiography Anraku no mon 
(The Gate to Peace of Mind),~ written in his last years. Since he was quoting 

from his diary, there is no likelihood that the story is not true. It is an 

episode of great interest for understanding the formation of Okawa's thought. 

As has already been stated, Okawa possessed great erudition extending 

over past and present, East and West. However, no matter how extensive 
one's learning, if there is no nucleus around which one's thinking forms, it 

is impossible to construct an individual system. What, then, was the nucleus 

of Okawa's thought ? Probably the philosophy of Confucianism, steeped 
deeply in Japanese tradition. 

In the Okawa family, study of the Chinese classics was a family tradition 

and from a very early age, Sh~:mei received training in kanbun. This not 
only affected his style, but also his thinking. In a Japan in which a ground-

ing in the Chinese classics was already disappearing, it may be that Okawa's 

thinking differed from others of his age because he had voluntarily chosen 

to study Western philosophy after building a classical foundation. At the 

same time that he displayed a surprising ability to express the concepts and 

categories of Western philosophy in the language of Confucianism, he was 
also skilled at grasping the concepts and categories of Confucianism in West-

ern terms. 

Let us take as an example the concept of " Heaven, Earth and Man " 
which is often spoken of in Confucianism, expecially that of the Sung Dyn-

asty. There are instances in which this concept corresponds to the various 
forms of existence, and also instances in which it corresponds to the various 

patterns of human relationships. There are, in addition, instances in which 

it corresponds to various elements of "ethical ougthness" from the viewpoint 

of human activity. In a similar, Okawa used this concept in these multiple 

senses : according to his interpretations Heaven refers to the relationship with 

those who are superior to oneself; Earth refers to the relationship with these 

who inferior to oneself; and Man refers to the relationship with one's peers. 

Thus, all human relationships are subsumed in this concept. Then he asigned 

2 In the preface of this book, Okawa states that " 'The Gate to Peace of Mind' refers 

to religion itself. This book is a retrospect of my religious life. . . ." 
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to each of three aspects of this concept the spiritual activities of religion, 

morals and politics, respectively. Again, if we substitute the practical virtues, 

Heaven denotes reverence (or piety), Earth denotes sympathy (or pity), and 

Man denotes shame. He thought that the realization of the proper relation-

ship vis-~-vis Heaven, Earth, and Man was the basis upon which man could 
recognize his existence, the " Tao" (the way) of confucianism. 

This way of thinking may be found consistently throughout his works, 
from the very early period on, and never changed. For example, the first 
group he formed a.fter breaking with Kita lkki was the KOchisha (K6chi 
Society). The word "kochi" comes from the expression sokuten k5chi (practice 

the way of Heaven on earth), in which, according to Okawa's explanation, 
sokuten (follow Heaven's way) is the ideal and k6chi (practice on Earth) is the 

action of aiming at the realization of this ideal. The mea;ning of ideal here 

is, first, freedom in spiritual life, second, equality in political life, and third; 

friendship in economic life, which is simply another way of expressing the 

previous example. 
In the last words of Saig~ Takamori, " Because the way is the way of 

heaven and earth, of nature, the way of the pursuit of knowledge strives for 

the veneration of heaven and the life of man. Let us therefore always order 

our lives through self-control." Okawa interpreted veneration of heaven, Iove 

of man, and self-control as corresponding to l~Ieaven, Man and Earth (nature), 

respectively, and for just that reason, extolled Saig~ as a perfect man. 

The thinking of Solovjef is analogous to that of Okawa in that he re-

cognizes the fountainhead of morals to be the three innate human feelings 

of shame, pity and reverence. However, this is not to say that Okawa was 
directly influenced by Solovjef. It is probable Okawa had already arrived 

at this concept before he learned of Solovjef. It may be that upon reading 

Solovjef, he was overjoyed at the coincidence of learning that there was 
another person who thought as he did. 

However, it ,cannot be said that Okawa was not at all uninfluenced by 
Solovjef. Part of his view of history clearly derives from Solovjef. Th.at is 

the idea that confrontation and struggle between East and West is a basic 

principle in the development of history. In the case of Solovjef, however, 

pessimism about the weakening of the world of Christianity motivated him 
to hold this view of history ; while in the case of Okawa, such pessimism did 

not exist. In fact, Okawa derived from this scheme of East-West confronta-

tion hope for the reconstruction of Asia. As has been stated above, Okawa 

could not completely understa;nd Kita lkki, who, disappointed with the re-

volution in Japan, threw himself into the Chinese Revolution and, disap-
pointed in turn with this, returned again to Japan. The same situation-a 
lack of complete understanding-pertains to the relationship between Okawa and 

Solovjef. The sole point upon which Okawa was in agreement with Solovjef 
was the confrontation betl~reen East and West. It is, therefore, diflicult for 

us to perceive how thorough Okawa's comprehension of Solovjef was. Each 

of them was a different type of thinker. As is clear from the above discus-
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sion, as a thinker Okawa may be considered as the type of man who prefers 

order to chaos. He liked clarity and precision of thought rather than the 

obscurity of mysticism. Order and clarity pervade his writing. His work 
demonstrated well his outstanding talent for synthesizing various fragmented 

elements into an orderly system. Okawa was not, I believe, a genius, but 

an academician endowed with great talent. 
The same quality of a rational, orderly approach characterizes his attitude 

toward religion. While he always continued to have a great yearning for 
religions experienee, his religious emotions were slight indeed. Although he 

preached in words that religion was congnizant of the source of life and that 

it comprehended the universal existence of God, his reasoning was too ra-
tional and logical, and he seemed to be unable to flnd his way to the discovery 

of God. In this sense, he wa~ a scholar of religion but not a religious man. 

This distinguishes Okawa from Kita and Solovjef. 

For that reason, the view of history as a confrontation between East and 

West wa,s detached from its dark emotional roots and, in Okawa's hands, 
became a schematic diagram. He thought that the driving force of the 
history was wars between East and West beginning with the Trojan War, 
and probably would be hereafter. This is very close to the Nazi philosophy 

that war is the mother of culture. Again, this is also close to the view of 

war held by Ishihara Kanji, who was from the same town as Okawa and a 
leader in the occupation of Manchuria. 

Just from this point we may see that from the start O~ kawa was poten-
tially directed toward Fascism ; but there is one other factor contributing to 

this tendency ; namely, his view of the State. Okawa, who as far as human 

nature was concerned, was an adherent of Mencius' doctrine of the essential 

good of man, Iikewise believed the same of the State. He thought that just 
as, originally, man was incapable of evil, so was the State incapable of evil. 

This was because as moral actors, Man and the State were identical. Because 

the establishment of a moral actor was important for both an and the State, 

practical effort was necessary for the achivement of this aim. Therefore, he 

recognized the necessity for reconstruction in order to rescue the State from 

decadence, but did not recognize abolition of the State. 

The derivation of this view of the State in terms of human nature is not 

clear. It has been thought that it is related to his Confucian upbringing. 

In any event, for Okawa this way of thinking was extremely powerful and 
therefore he was naturally opposed to the Marxist view of the State. More-
over, his opinion also diverged from Kita lkki's, which in a certain sense 

approached the organ theory of the State. 

The period when Okawa first began his political activities corresponded 

to the time when the Russian Revolution was shaking the existing view of 
the State even in Japan. For that reason, in his early period Okawa regarded 

passively the theory which rejected the State. His argument at that time 

was that denial of the State has to be recognized only as the motivating 

power of the creation of the State (he thought that the process of creation 
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was ceaseless with the State as with the individual). He even evaluated the 

Russian Revolution in terms of this vitality of spiritual creation, following 

the same line of argument. However, as the power of the opposition receded 

under political suppression, Okawa took a more rigidly argumentative position 

and finally progressed to thinking of the State and Man as an indissoluble 

entity, with the State as omnipotent. But it was not until the very end that 

he became a slave to the fanatic view of the Japanese State. For that reason 

he was subjected to attacks from the ultra right.-

O~ kawa suffered deeply when the war with China became mired in a 
stalemate. According to his reasoning, the exercise of justice by the moral 

Japanese State should naturally be accepted by the opposition ; but the 
opposition did not cease its resistance. Moreover, he had to acknowledge the 

fact that the morality of the Japanese State itself was regressing. Protest 

against Japanese aggression developed not only among the West, but also 

was heard from the lhdian sage, Gandhi, whom Okawa never ceased to 
honor. He was unavoidably put on a painful defensive. Thus was Okawa's 
thesis of a revolutionary Europe and a renascent Asia bankrupted. Japan 
was isolated in the midst of Asia. 

Although according to Okawa's argument, Japan should make prepara-
tions for the war which should come between East and West under the 
driving force of history, facts were far different. In order to demonstrate his 

own theory, he had somehow to bring the war with China to an end. To 
this end he put forward any number of peace plans at that time, but none 

was successful. 

At last the long-awaited war between Japan and Americ,a broke out. 
But the war was not between East and West, as Okawa had conceived ; nor 

again the war among imperialist nations set forth by Communist theory in 
which Okawa's friends were pitted against his foes. Rather it was a war 
between freedom and tyranny, democracy and totalitarianism. In the deci-
sions of the military trials conducted by the victor nations, this had in fact 

been a war between civilization and barbarism, and had resulted in a victory 

for civilization. 

If Okawa had not had a nervous breakdown and had continued to 
occupy the defendant's chair in the Trials, it is an interesting problem to 

hypothesize what would have happened had he been allowed to speak as a 
witness. Would he have acknowledged the bankruptcy of his own reasoning ? 

Or would he have denounced the civilization which was his accuser ? 

Considering only the period of the war with China, Okawa's reasoning 
was clearly impoverished. This was due to the fact that he was incapable 
of understanding the National Revolution in China ; and he was incapable 
of understanding the National Revolution because given his idealized image 

of China, he could only grasp actual circumstances as being corrupt. 

This is the case if one is speaking only of the war with China. But if 

one considers the over-all framework of the Second World War, how different 

does the situation become ? At the present day, as the danger of a Third 
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World War draws ever nearer, another look at Okawa's argument is entirely 
feasible. 

At the time when the Chinese Communist Army swept over the conti-
nent in 1949, Okawa wrote as follows : 

Today's devotecs o.f Communism closely resemble the early Muslims. In 
both cases, they are groups which are at once religious and political. 
And both struggle on for the conversion of all mankind. The communi-
zation of China should be compared at all points to the subjugation of 
Spain by the Muslims. If in the future the Communists were to ac-
celerate the pace of their advance, they would cross the Pyrenees and a 
second Battle of Tours-Poitiers would be inevitable. (Anraku no mon) 

This is a profoundly interesting prophecy. And in the long run of history, 

we cannot say that the day of this prophecy will not come. We cannot 
conclude that some day, thus, the believers in the eivilization which judged 
Okawa will not themselves by judged by him. How this historical paradox 

is interpreted depends upon the judgment of each individual thinker. 

A Short Llfe History 

1886 Born December 6 in the province of Shonai (present Sakata City, Yalnagata 
Prefecture). Father's nalue was Shnkei. Family were doctors for succesive gen-

erations. 

1904 After graduating from Shonai Middle School, entered the Fifth High School in 

Kumamoto, Ky~sh~. 
1907 Entered Tokyo Imperial University and majored in Indian Philosophy. 
191 1 Graduated after one year's delay due to illness. Comlnuted daily to the university 

library even after graduation. Around this time, in order to earn his living, he 

did translations of German materials in compiance with the request of the General 

Staff OfEce, and editorial work for a religious magazine Michi (The Way), the 

editor of which was Matsumura Kaiseki. 

1913 Read New ledia by Sir H. Cotton, and changed his subject from ancient India 
to contemporary India. 

1914 Father died. 
1916 Published maiden work. Indo ni okeru kokumin undo~ no genjo~ oyobi sono yurai, marking 

the beginning of his literary life. 

1918 Employed by the South Manchurian Railway Company. Appointed the head of 
the editorial section of the East Asian Economic Research Bureau (Toa keizai 

chosakyoku), and later promoted to head of the research section. 

1919 Visited to Shanghai in order to meet Kita lkki and persuade him to join in 
forming a society. Established Yuzonsha with him and Mitsukawa. 

1920 Appointed to post of professor at Takushoku University. His lectures on the 

history and policies of colonialization which were give at the university were 

published serially. 

1924 Broke with Kita. Organized " Kdchisha " and published a journal Gekkan Nippon 

(Japan Monthly). ~ 
1926 Obtained Ph. D. degree from Tokyo Inrperial University ; dissertation entitled 

"Tokkyo shokwnin kaisha seido no kenky(i." 

1928 Appointed head of the East Asian E,conomic Research Bureau. Reorganized the 
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1932

1935

1938

1939

19些1

1945

1946

1947

1948

1957

EAERB　into　an　indepe且dent　organ　of　the　SMRG　and　became　the　chairman　of

the　board　Qf　directors．

Dissolved　K6chisha　and　established　Jimmukai（J量mmαSociety）by　himself・Arrested

on　June15be圭ng　implicated　ill　the5＝151ncide競and　held　in　detentio皿．（Re。

1eased・nbai1・Sept信mber11・1934）

Sent　to　prison　on　a　sentence　of　丑ve－ye＆rs　imprisonment　by　thc正…［ighest　Court・

（Released　on　parQle｝October1937）In　prison，completed　his　rescarch　on　colonial

history，a　part　of　which　was　published　after　his　release　under　thc　title　ofκ伽ε∫

yδ70麹5hoた襯伽5hε・HedisQrganizedJimmukaibefor曲isrolease・
Reinstated　in　the　EAERB．Established　an　af丑1量ated　agency　of　the　SMRC　for

carrying　on　Asi鋤studies　and　devoted　his　efforts　to　cultiv飢ing　men　of　Asia且

studies、

Reorganized　the　EAERB　again　intQ　an　Qrgan　af五1iated　with　the　SM：RG　and

became　head　of　adv玉sors．　Began　publication　of　a　lo砥mal3hぎηイ4」毎（New　Asia）。

With　the　beginning　of　the　Paciac　War，his　activities　in　joum翫lism　became　vigo－

rous．Devoted　efforts　tQ　bringing　an　cnd　to　the　war　with　China，but　with　no

results．

Dissolut圭o取of出e　SMRG　with　the　defeat・The　EAERB　also　disappe飢ed・On

December12he　was　intemed　in　the　Sugamo　Prison　for　as　an　A－Degree　suspect

for　the　Far　East　War　Crimes　Trials．・

1三Qspitalized　due　to　mentε匙1illness・　His　mother　died・

Completely　recovered　from　me且tal　illness　but　he　cQntinued　to　stay　in　hospitaL

Complete　translation　of　Koran　was　accQmplis血ed。

Discharged　from　impriso皿ment　because　he　was　aαluitted　as　War　Crimes　suspect，

Retumed　toぬis　owユhome　at　Nakatsu　Village㎞Kanagawa　Prefecture。Little
by　Httle　began　to　take　up　his　former＆ctivities　of　writing　and　Iecturing，

Died　on　December24at　his　ow迩house　of　cardiac　asthma．He　was　seventy－one

years　old。Hle　was　survived　by　only　his　wife　l　he　had　no　children，

∠4五ピ5渉（ゾPππ6ψα」陥07κ3

1V肋oπ加η～η3θi5毎（The　Histo巧of　Japanese　C圭vilizatio丘），Tokyo，Da三tOkaku，192L

拘献δ∠4塵απo読o配σπ吻歪（Var置ous　Problems　i皿the　Reconstruction　of　Asia），Tokyo，Dait6・

　　kaku，1922。
2v歪hoη58乞∫hiηえ8η亀γ産　（study　of　the　Japεしnese　spirit），TQkyo，BunrQkusha，1927・

To1議ク0　5ho1協ηz加　左漉5hα　58∫40　κ8π穐瞬　（Research　on　the　System　of　Specia1鞠1icense　Colonial

　　Comp換nies），Tokyo，H6bunkan，1927・
∠4ゴ毎κθπ58翻5hα（Builders　of　Asia），Tokyo，D＆iichi－shob6，1940・

κ伽585Y1σγoρμ5ゐoえ㈱∫η5h∫（Modcrn　History　of　Colonizatlon　by　European　Gouptries），VoL

　　I，Tokyo，K＝eiδ一shobδ，194L

菰α彦砂∂8漉7ρ箆（The　Concepts　of　Islam），TokyQ，Kei6－shob6，1942，

Kδ7αη，translation，TokyQ，Iwasaki－shoten，1950．

五η7α㎞陀o，ηoπ（TheGatetQPeaceofMind＝ASpiritua1Autobiography），Tokyo，lzumo－

　　shob6，1961・（Supposedly，written　around1950．）

伽ho傭’048π（The　Life　of　Moh＆mmed）・（Written　a伽r　tke　end　of　the　War，and　pubHsked

　　for．the丘rst　time1n　O肱ωαS跨翻顔ζ鰯漉，’Volume3）

0肋磁8乃魏認御伽（（】omplete　Works　of　Okawa　ShOmei），7vols、，Tokyo，Okawa　ShOmei

　　zens加kank6kai（Committee　for　Publishing　the　Complete　Works　of　Okawa　ShUmei），

　　1961－63。　（The　last　two　volumes　have　not　yet　been　published．）




